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Introduction to ASP.NET 2.0



Already in its first grinding, ASP.NET had been conceived in optics to improve the developer productivity of dynamic web applications thanks to much functionality such as controls server user, and the possibility of using most of languages .NET. In this second version, Microsoft with statement successfully the challenge to increase the speed and the simplicity of development by decreasing up to 70% the quantity of code to be written to release a web-based application, while multiplying the number of functionalities.



1.1. Generalities The main aim of ASP.NET 2.0 is thus to largely simplify the realization of dynamic web applications. This is possible, in particular thanks to the concept of factual programming, based on that which one finds during development of applications Windows Forms. A page is a form, container of controls server (a zone of text entry, a button, a list…). Each one of these controls has a whole of events to which it is possible to associate behaviour. Pages ASP.NET (extension .aspx) thus will contain the various elements likely to generate one returned HTML, of the HTML elements, as well as the code corresponding to the events. This code must be written in one of the languages of Framework .NET 2.0 (C#, VB.NET, etc). Each aspx page will be compiled in a library (DLL), and will be execute by the CLR (Common Language Runtime), with an aim of generating an HTML page, which will be returned to the client.



1.2. Processing of the requests When a client calls an aspx page, it is the web server who treats the request. It is in general about a server IIS (Internet Information Services), but the system of filter ISAPI makes it possible to lodge web-based applications in other server, in particular the Webdev.Webserver.EXE server based on the Cassini server, which is used for debug your web-based applications with Visual Studio. Here a simplified diagram of the processing of a request aspx by IIS 5.0:
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The server transmits the request to filter ISAPI (aspnet_isapi.dll). The filter transmits the request to the process aspnet_wp.exe (which is independent of the server). aspnet_wp generates the HTML page resulting from the request, and returns it to server IIS via filter ISAPI. Lastly, the page is turned over to the client. All your aspx pages are compiled. The model of compilation of ASP.NET 2.0 is such as each one of your pages will be compiled only once, until the next modification of the source files. The advantage of such a solution is that only the first call to a page will be long. The disadvantage is obviously the fact that the first user carrying out the page after a modification of the sources will have to await the processing of compilation before having an answer. There exists a simple solution to cure this problem: precompilation. You can indeed compile an web application yourself after a modification of the sources. For that, it is enough to call the HTTP Handler http://pathoftheapplication/precompile.axd. (HTTP Handler is a means of managing requests which without carries out a processing inevitably to return HTML code).



1.3. Concept of code-behind and compilation We saw in introduction that ASP.NET uses the factual programming method. The code which manages the events of the controls server contained in an aspx page can be directly in this page it is called code-inline. More generally, these instructions are placed in a file with share; one speaks then about code-behind. How does that function? A file aspx has a Page directive. This directive makes it possible, amongst other things, to configure, via the attribute CodePage, the path towards the file containing the code behind which is named like it’s file aspx, suffix of the extension corresponding to the language used to write it. This file contains a partial class quite simply. For example, if the code behind of a Default.aspx page is written in C#, the file containing this code will be named Default.aspx.cs. How does compilation occur?
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ASP.NET 2.0 generates a partial class starting from the file aspx. This partial class as that containing the code-behind are amalgamated in only one class, which curves of System.Web.UI.Page. This class is then compiled by ASP.NET during the first execution (or at the time of the call of Handler HTTP precompile.axd). Here a diagram recapitulating this principle:
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To illustrate the concepts of code-inline and code-behind, here an example of each: <script runat="server"> //Le code C# sera placé ici Untitled Page  
 



Code Inline - Default.aspx File 



CodeFile="Default.aspx.cs"



Untitled Page 
 



Code Behind - Fichier Default.aspx
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System; System.Data; System.Configuration; System.Web; System.Web.Security; System.Web.UI; System.Web.UI.WebControls; System.Web.UI.WebControls.WebParts; System.Web.UI.HtmlControls;



public partial class _Default : System.Web.UI.Page { protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) { // Le code C# placé ici s’exécutera lors du chargement } }



Code Behind - Fichier Default.aspx.cs



1.4. ASP.NET and Visual Studio Visual Studio is one of the reasons which makes that to create a web-based application with ASP.NET is very simple. It indeed places at the disposal of the developer a graphic interface for the organization of the graphic components in Drag’n Drop, in the same way that under development of WinForms application. Visual Studio .NET 2005 brings a difference to the level of the creation of a Web site. This is differently made from creation of a standard project, as opposed to what proposed the version 2003.
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A considerable innovation is the fact that one can choose to develop a web-based application by storing it on the file system, and either only via IIS:



Visual Studio created for you a certain number of file and repertory, which you can see via the Solution Explorer:



Note the App_Data repertory which will enable you to store databases.
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1.5. Life cycle In spite of what one could imagine, the life cycle of a web application has nothing to do with the duration during which a page is available. They are in fact the unit the stages by which pass an aspx page during the processing of a request. These stages can be gathered in 6 great parts: -



-



-



-



construction: o Corresponds to the call of the manufacturers Initialization: o This stage initializes the processing of the request, determines if it is of PostBack type or not (cf 2.4), specifies the main page (cf 3.1) restoration of the states: o As its name indicates it, this stage makes it possible to restore the states of various controls of the page page load: o This stage starts amongst other things, the validation of controls (cf.2.5). It is also at this time that the events of PostBack are raised Backup and creation of returned controls Finalization: o This last stage is intended for the release of the not managed resources, such as a connection to a database



To know this life cycle can be interesting when one wishes to optimize or redefine default behaviour. These stages being events, methods are subscribed there by defect. The majority of these methods are virtual, you can thus redefine the contents of it, to adapt it to your needs. Rather than to redefine these methods, you can subscribe with certain events.



1.6. Server objects In the chapter on the operation of an Internet application ASP.NET, we see the processes of communication of this variety of application, based on architecture client/server. This type of architecture defines the communications as being messages of requests and answers, the requests being sent by the client and the answers, by the server (in the framework of an application ASP.NET, the servers of the Internet servers). A message of request contains a multitude of information making it possible to the Web server as well as possible to treat the request. Among sending information, we can find:    



Address URL of the page requested Name of the client browser IP address of the client ...



The developer of an Internet application can constantly reach this information starting from server objects. In an application ASP.NET, the whole of the objects which we use are resulting from the space of name System.Web. This namespace directly provides classes for the objects Application, Cache, Cookies, Request and Response which we will see in this chapter.
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Concerning the objects Session and Page, their definition lies respectively in the namespaces System.Web.SessionState and System.Web.UI.



N.B: Each object which we will see provides of the properties and the methods giving access other objects (between them). Voyons-les d'un peu plus près.



1.6.1. The Page object We do not cease repeating it: in .NET all is object. I.e. for .NET, a Web page is also an object. The Page object makes it possible to control the user interface of the Internet application. It also has properties and methods giving access the objects of the user interface (Object Hides, Request, Response, Session …) When a message of request is transmitted to web server IIS, information will be transmitted to ASP.NET which created an authority of the object then “Page” starting from received information, then displays the page. When a page of the application is required, ASP.NET creates an authority of the Web page, and it is possible to add events to the page in order to control the interface and to interact with the user. Several events are available for the Page object. You can list them in the miter “Properties” of your Page Object and while clicking on the button:



.
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The most important event is the event “Load”. Visual Studio .NET creates automatically a function “Page_Load” associated with the event “Load”. You will be able to initialize at this place your components and variables, because the event “Load” will be destined for each loading of your page.



1.6.2. The Application object In the hierarchy of the objects of an Internet application, it is the Application object which is located at the highest level. In addition to the configuration of the application and the backup of the status information, it provides properties and methods giving access the objects Request, Response, Server, Session, etc…). The status information or the “variables” of state of the Application object can store elements which could be used and exploited by all the users of the application. The HttpApplication class provides the methods, the properties and the events common to the Applications objects in an application ASP.NET. Events associated with application ASP.NET itself, are defined in the Global.asax.cs file (when you pass to the mode codes Global.asax file). (Let speak us about it at the time of the presentation of the Global.asax file a little higher). A small example: //Executé à chaque requête de l’utilisateur protected void Application_BeginRequest (Object sender, EventArgs e) {



//si le navigateur est IE if(Request.UserAgent.IndexOf("MSIE")) {



//traitement } }



In the example, we use the objects Request and Browser of the Application object in order to determine if the navigator is Internet Explorer.
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1.6.3. The Session object We said it a little higher, the space of name System.Web.SessionState contains classes for the Session object. Thanks to those, we will be able to manage (to create, back up, restore) elements with the state of Session. The state of session is a state in which the variables of state (Session) store elements that one wishes to locally store for a current session (a session is specific to a user). This state is practical (for example for the users which does not support the cookies). Among the existing classes and proposing a support of the Session object, it there with the HttpSessionState class which allows managing the state of session. Here a small example showing how to create a session: Session[“MySession”] = “MyValue”;



In addition to of course the creation of sessions, you will be able to manage their lifespan, their mode, their SessionID, etc… ASP.NET manages by defect the state of Session for each page of your application. It can be possible sometimes those certain pages do not need any. You thus have the possibility of decontaminating this functionality in order to improve the performances. The state of Session can be decontaminated in this way: - For a Web page : In the properties sheet of the page, to change the value of the EnableSessionState property in False. - For all the application : In the Web.config file, the beacon sessionState and the attribute mode with false Ex: void Btn_Click(Object sender, EventArgs e) { Msg.Text = "You have selected : " + Couleur.SelectedItem.Value; } Color : White Black 



As you can note it in the preceding example you can also write C# code directly in the file *.ascx of control by means of Script beacons. Now that we saw how to create a user control, see how using it. Here an example of a customer page of preceding control. It is seen that a directive is necessary to import the name of the class, the filename *.ascx which defined it, as well as a prefix which plays the part of a space of name: 



  



Src: represent the path of user control. TagName: It is the name of user control. One can specify a name different from the original name of user control. TagPrefix: Represent the namespace of user control. Several controls user having the same name could be thus differentiated by their namespace.



Once your control recorded in your page thanks to the beacon “Register”, you can then reach your user control like a simple control ASP.NET by using its “TagName”. You can use the design mode to add control to your page by doing one to drag-and-drop of your control on your page since the window “Browser of solution”. The next stage, it’s to return our control parameterizable user. For that, one will use the properties in the class representing our control. We will take a very stupid example of a user control made up of a label whose text could be changed according to the module of the site in which he is used: 
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And the property corresponding to this label, either in a marker script or in the associated *.ascx.cs page: public string Titre { get { return lblMyTitre.Text; } set { lblMyTitre.Text = value; } }



You can from now on reach, in your page, with your property via its name used like attribute: 



You can also integrate these properties in the graphic environment of Visual Studio. To be able to modify your properties of your controls user in the window “Properties” of Visual Studio, we must use attributes. Here a list, not-exhaustive, attributes which you can use:     



Category: The category defines to which the property belongs. Description: Description relating to the property which will be displayed in the window properties. Browsable: Boolean, determines whether the property can be modified or not. DefaultValue: Default value of the property. DefaultEvent: Specify the event by defect.



[System.ComponentModel.Category("Configuration")] [System.ComponentModel.Description("The title of the module to be displayed ")] [System.ComponentModel.Browsable(true)] //OR //[System.ComponentModel.Category("Configuration"), //System.ComponentModel.Description("The title of the module to be displayed "), //System.ComponentModel.Browsable(true)] public string Titre { get { return lblMyTitre.Text; } set { lblMyTitre.Text = value; } }
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You can combine the attributes either the ones in lower parts of the others, or the ones following the others separated by commas.



Figure 2 - Properties of user control
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Events on a user control



You have the possibility of creating your events (which one calls also personalized events) in a user control and to subscribe you there starting from the customer page with syntax On[NameOfTheEvent]. Our user control: <script Language="C#" runat="server"> public event EventHandler BlancSelected; void Btn_Click(Object sender, EventArgs e) { if (Couleur.SelectedItem.Value == "White") { BlancSelected(this, EventArgs.Empty); } } Couleur : Blanc Noir 



Our customer page: <script language="C#" runat="server"> void BlancSelectedHandler(Object sender, EventArgs e) { Msg.Text = "White selected !" ; } 
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Data access



6.1.



DataBinding



DataBinding enables you to bind a control to a data source. The data then will be automatically displayed in control. If the binding is bidirectional, a modification of the value in control will then be reflected on the data source. DataBinding will thus enable you to write a functional application with little code, since all is managed automatically. The expressions of DataBinding are placed in particular markers: One-way DataBinding One-way DataBinding allows the data display, but not the setting-with-day. You can display the result of any code, provided that its range allows it to you, as shows it the following examples: Bind to: A property A collection An expression The result of a method



Code 



Note that we use the DataSource property to bind ListBox to a collection. That makes it possible to display the contents of the collection in ListBox (the ToString method () will be called on each object to define the chain which will be displayed in the list). Method Eval() The Eval() method is usable in the templates certain controls supporting dated-binding it, like GridView, DetailsView, FormView,… (We will re-examine these controls in details later). These controls of data display, display recordings. Each recording is composed of fields, with the image of a recording in a database. The Eval method () makes it possible to recover the value of a field of the current recording. You can thus be used for to you about it to bind a control (TextBox, Label…), with a field of the current recording. It is about a one-way binding; in other words, that will allow the display of the value of the field, but not the setting-with-day. This method is usable only within one expression of dated-binding, i.e. between the markers . Example: 



Note the use of simple engage instead of the double engage for the Text attribute.
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Dated-binding bidirectional, Bind() method The Bind() method is used same manner as the Eval() method, but establishes one datedbinding bidirectional rather than one-way. Dated-binding bidirectional allows on the one hand the data display and on the other hand the setting-with-day of these data. For example, by binding TextBox to a field of the recording running with the Bind() method, TextBox will display the value of the field, and a modification of the value of TextBox will be reflected on the corresponding field. Example: 



DataBind() method The expressions of dated-binding (between the markers ) are evaluated only with the execution, at the time of the call to the DataBind() method. The DataBind() method can be called on the page, or on a supporting control dated-binding it. At the time of a call on the page, DataBind() is automatically called on all controls of the supporting page dated-binding it. The DataBind() method of certain controls (GridView, DetailsView, FormView,…) is automatically called at the time of the PreRender event of control. However, it will be sometimes necessary for you to manually call this method on these controls; for example: for a cooling of the display compared to the data source or if you define the data source in the object time.
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Types of data sources



What a data source? A data source represents a whole of data coming from a source such as a database, a XML file, etc… A data source allows not only the reading of these data, but also the modification, according to pattern CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete). According to the type of data source, you will also have access to functions such as the sorting, filtering, or the pagination of your data. However, a data source does not have any functionality of display. You will generally use controls servers placed at your disposal such as GridView, DataList… to display the data coming from a data source. Preset data sources Although you can create your own types of data source, you will use most of the time the types which are proposed to you by platform .NET, and which is ready with employment: 



SqlDataSource: Use the providers ADO.NET for the handling of data coming from SQL Server databases, OLE dB, ODBC or Oracle.







AccessDataSource: A data source giving access to an Access database.







XmlDataSource: A data source allowing working with a XML file. This data source is particularly useful for controls which present the data in a hierarchical way, like TreeView or the Menu.







ObjectDataSource: You allow creating a source data starting from the objects of your trade layer. You will be able for example to use a collection of objects as data source. We will speak again more in details of this type of data source later.







SiteMapDataSource: Allows to use a XML file which contains, in a given format, the plan of your site (list of the Web pages, organized hierarchically) like a data source. This type of source is used by controls of navigation like SiteMapPath, Menu or TreeView.
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ObjectDataSource



ObjectDataSource is one of types of the preset data source in platform .NET. A source of this type enables you to carry out one dated-binding between a control from display from data, like GridView, and the objects of your trade layer. ObjectDataSource allows the reading, the edition (pattern CRUD) and the sorting of your data. As an example, let us write an application able to manage a list of categories. Let us start with our class trade, which defines a category by an ID and a name: public class Category { private int m_nID; private string m_strName; public int ID { get { return m_nID; } set { m_nID = value; } } public string Name { get { return m_strName; } set { m_strName = value; } } }



Notice that it is important to use properties, rather than public members, so that dated-binding it functions (and in any case, that would not be clean ;) ). We need functions now implementing pattern CRUD. public class DataManager { public IEnumerable GetAllCategories() { // return ...; } public void CreateCategory(string name) { // ... } public void UpdateCategory(int id, string name) { // ... } public void DeleteCategory(int id) { // ... } }
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These methods will be automatically called by the data source. They must implement the accesses to information (serialization, database, etc…). Let us create our data source now. In the visual editor, to drag / drop ObjectDateSource in your page. Choose Configure Data Source in SmartTag:



The screen of configuration then enables you to select the class of your trade layer which contains the definitions of the methods of pattern CRUD (DataManager, in our case). You can then select each method for the selection, the setting-with-day, insertion and the suppression. Once the finished configuration, the following code is generated: 



One finds there the name of our class trade, the names of the methods, and lists it parameters of each method, which were automatically detected. Your data source is now ready. You will be able to use it, for example, with a control of display of the data which supports dated-binding it, such as GridView, DataList, etc…



6.4.



Data display



Platform .NET proposes several controls servers to you allowing the data display. GridView GridView control will make it possible to display information in a tabular way starting from a data source. He proposes several functionalities such as the sorting of these data, the pagination (allows to determine the number of elements displayed by page), the selection, the suppression and the modification of a recording. Drag / Drop GridView on your page (that which contains ObjectDataSource added in the last part). Using SmartTag, you can bind GridView to the data source previously created. Moreover, by notching the boxes “Enable Editing” and “Enable Deleting”, GridView will automatically add links for the edition and the suppression.
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Inform the DataKeyNames property of GridView to indicate the columns which form the primary key. In our example, we will use: DataKeyNames="ID"



That makes it possible ASP.Net to know which column must be used to identify a recording at the time of the operations of setting-with-day and suppression. This stage, GridView is functional, with capacities of edition and suppression, provided that these functionalities were indeed implemented in DataSource.



The list of the categories is obtained by a call to the method defined by the SelectMethod property of the data source (ObjectDataSource). A click on the Edit link reveals controls which make it possible the user to publish the line:



During the validation (click on Update) the method defined by the UpdateMethod property of our ObjectDataSource is called, the values of the fields having passed in parameter. Thanks to the Autoformat option of SmartTag, you will be able to modify the appearance of your GridView to apply one of the preset styles to him. For example, by selecting the style “Professional”, one obtains:
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GridView is thus useful to display a whole of recordings. However, it does not allow the data entry of a new recording. There exist other types of controls of data display, more or less adapted according to the cases. DataList DataList allows the display of a whole of recordings. Contrary to GridView, DataList uses the principle of the templates (model), rather than a table, to display the recordings. For example, by binding DataList to the preceding data source (ObjectDataSource), the following code is generated: ID: 
 Name: 
 
 



You thus have a complete control of the representation of an element of the list: it is enough for you to publish the code of presentation. Here, the editor generated Labels for the display of the values ID and Name.
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Notice that the code of presentation is in a ItemTemplate marker. It is about the definition of the template used to display an element of the list. There exist other templates, here the complete listing:



Name HeaderTemplate (optional) FooterTemplate (optional) ItemTemplate (obligatory) SelectedItemTemplate (optional) AlternatingItemTemplate (optional) EditItemTemplate (optional) SeparatorTemplate (optional)



Templates Description This model represents the heading of the list. This model represents the footer of the list. This model defines the representation of an element within a list. It is in fact the principal model. This model defines the representation of an element of the list when it is selected. This model defines the representation which will be used for an element on two. That makes it possible to alternate two different representations (stylistic effect). This model defines the representation of an element when it is in the course of edition. This model must thus contain controls allowing the data entry, like TextBoxes, etc… This model makes it possible to define elements which will be placed between each element of the list, used like separators.



You can visually publish the templates while clicking on Edit Templates in SmartTag. Of course as for GridView, you can use Autoformat to use one of the preset styles:



FormView FormView makes it possible to work with a single recording. It allows the display, the edition, the insertion and the suppression of recordings. This control is based on the templates: you can define a template for the display, a template for the edition, etc… Generally, this control is used jointly with a control making it possible to select a recording in a list, like GridView or DataList. It can display a recording whose ID passed in parameter of the page, for example. DetailsView DetailsView makes it possible to work with a single recording. It allows the display, the edition, the insertion and the suppression of recordings. Contrary to FormView, you are not free page layout of the display because DetailsView uses a tabular display. A column will be created for the name of the field, then another for the value. Each line corresponds to a column of the recording.
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Example:



Repeater Repeater is similar to DataList, in the direction or it is used to display a list of elements by repeating for each element a code of presentation which you can define. However, there exist some major differences:  



Repeater does not allow the edition or the selection of recordings. It is the only control which makes it possible to distribute beacons XHTML on different templates.



You can for example use it to generate a list of elements (beacons 
… ):   



To place a marker 
 in the template you heading (HeaderTemplate) To place a marker 	… 

 in the template of display of a recording (ItemTemplate) To place a marker closing the list  in the template footer (FooterTemplate)



Example: 	
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Debug, Trace, Cache



7.1.



Debug an application



Most of the time, it is impossible to carry out perfect applications without errors as of the first test. Sometimes the developer does not manage to find the errors because certain applications can be very complex. Framework .NET places at the disposal of the developer debugging tools which will make it possible to facilitate the search for errors by looking at step by step the operation of an application ASP.NET. To activate debugging within your applications ASP.NET, it is necessary that you add to your Web setup file the element “Compilation” in the section “Configuration”: 



You can then place stagnation points in the code of your application for then troubleshooting it step by step.



7.2.



To use information of trace



Presentation To debug an application, it is sometimes useful to display the list of all the variables of the application and to add its own messages to it. The trace will allow all that. We will see that there exist two types of tracing:  



Tracing on the level of the page. Tracing on the level of the application.



Tracing on the level of the page It is possible to add a system of tracing to the level of the page by adding a Trace attribute in the directive “Page” of your file aspx: To display your own messages within the trace, it is enough to use the methods “Write” and “Warn” of the class “Traces”: Trace.Write("My message"); Trace.Warn("My message");
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The only difference between the method “Write” and the method “Warn” is that with the Warn method, the text will appear in red. These Traces appear only if the Trace attribute in source ASPX is positioned, or then if the Trace is activated in the setup file. One can test the Trace to know if it is activated: if (Trace.IsEnabled) // ...



Tracing on the level of the application The Trace can be also configured on the level of the application, and it is not then any more necessary to activate it in each page since it will be effective for all the pages of your application. The advantage of passing by the application is that the Trace will display more information, like information of Session and Application, the parameters of the form… For that, it is enough to add the element “traces” in the Web setup file: 



In this case, all information which you could write in your pages via the methods “Write” and “Warn” will appear with the execution in your pages. To reach the complementary data of Trace, use a URL of the style: http://localhost/myapplication/trace.axd where myapplication corresponds to your virtual directory. You will thus see appearing information of statistics on your Internet application. In the setup file, here the parameters of Trace:  enabled: Determine if the Trace is activated or not. By defect the value is with “false”.  pageOutput: Indicate if the Trace will be displayed at the end of each page. By defect the value is with “false”.  requestLimit: Maximum number of Trace which the server can store. By defect the value is to “10”.  traceMode: “SortByTime” and “SortByCategory” are the two possible values.  localOnly: Indicate if the Trace is visible only locally on the server. By defect the value is with “true”. Example: 
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Management of the mask



Presentation The Mask is a technique making it possible to optimize the answers of the applications. That consists in storing in memory of the data which only change very seldom, to thus avoid with each call having to question the database for example. Under ASP.NET, one can put cached a whole page, part of a page or other data. The space of name System.Web.Caching provides classes for the Cache object. Hide of a page For example, to put a cached page, add the following directive in top of your file ASPX: 



“Duration” represents the storage period of the cached page, expressed in seconds. In the preceding example, the Mask does not depend on any parameter. The Mask can be depending on the parameters passed in request GET or request POST. For that, one can use the attribute “VaryByParam”. For example, if your page displays a recording whose ID passed in parameter (in GET or POST), you can use the following directive: 



In the attribute “VaryByParam”, one can put several parameters, separated by semicolons. Note: To put cached parts of page, it is enough to use Controls Users and to add the OutputCache directive to it in file ASCX. Thus, only this file will be put in the mask, and either all the page. Data cache There exists a total object Cache making it possible to store all that you want in the Mask of your application. Example: Cache["mykey"] = myValue; myValue = Cache["mykey"];



But the Mask is much more advanced than a simple management attribute = value since it allows:   



To remove Mask unutilized data To add an expiration date (either a fixed date like 7:00, or a duration like 10 minutes since the last access) To add dependences on files or keys of register base (if the file is modified, the contents of this file are automatically reloaded in the Mask)



For example, to add dependence towards a file should be used the following method: Cache.Insert("MyData", Source, new CacheDependency(Server.MapPath("Filename")));
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Navigation



8.1.



Helps with navigation



In a Web site, it is essential, for a user to be able to navigate on this last. This is why it is necessary to structure it and create a menu to make it possible the user to move in this hierarchy. He can be long and tiresome to set up all this navigation, therefore the framework 2 provided a great number of tools to carry out these various operations. In this part, we will study all these components and we will see how to use them. It should be known that there exist mainly 3 controls:   



treeview menu siteMapPath



We go study them a little more in details in the continuation of this course. Initially we will see the Web.sitemap file on which bases other controls. Web.sitemap The Web.sitemap file makes it possible to define all the structure of application ASP .NET. It is in the latter that will be defines the structure of the Web site. To add it, make a right-click on the Web site, to make “Add a new element”.
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Choose “Site Map” and to make “Add”.



A new file named Web.sitemap was created. This file is with the XML-based format. 



As one can note it, this file is not empty, it contains a draft of structure. Indeed, the node makes it possible to represent an element of the structure. It is thus noticed that in the file provided, we have a first node made up of two others. Of course it is completely possible to change that to have its own structure. It is also noticed that a node is composed of the attributes according to:   



url: Represent the page corresponding to the node title: Represent the name which will be displayed in the menu description: This is the text which will appear when one will fly over the element in the menu



Let us suppose that one wants to carry out this structure: 



Default page  Our activity  Our computing page  Our Hardware  Contact custom



The XML file corresponding will be the following:
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Treeview The Treeview component will make it possible to display in only once all the hierarchy of the site:



So that Treeview control can generate all the hierarchy automatically, it is necessary to add a data source to him. For that, it is necessary to go in the properties of TreeView, for DataSourceID, to choose “”
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It is then necessary to choose the element “Map Site”, it is then necessary to specify the name of the data source and to click on “OK”.



Treeview will automatically take into account all the structure defined in Web.sitemap.     



BackColor: Allows specifying the color of background of control. BorderColor: Allows specifying the color of the edge. DataSourceID: Allows specifying the data source. ExpandDepth: This property makes it possible to choose the level of display of the hierarchy ImageSet: Allows choosing a preset image to represent the nodes.



Menu The component Menu when it allows displaying the structure but in a dynamic way:



As previously, it will be necessary to configure the data source to be able to generate the menu. Here some useful properties:  



BorderStyle: Allows to choose the style of the edge DataSourceID: Allows to select the data source
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SiteMapPath The SiteMapPath component makes it possible to display the hiring of the user in the Web site:



Contrary to preceding controls, it is not necessary to define a data source. Thus SiteMapPath will automatically generate its hierarchy according to the Web.sitemap file. Here some useful properties:   



NodeStyle: Allows defining the style of the node. PathDirection: Allows choosing the command of display of the hiring PathSeparator: Allows choosing the separator for the display of the various levels of hierarchy.
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9. Authentication 9.1.Introduction Authentication is the process of identifying an entity from a request and its validation from an authority. If the identity is valid, the entity which has requested this validation is then authenticated. Once the authentication is valid, the authorization process determines which resources are available to the user when executing the query. IIS and ASP.NET each provides their own authentication systems.



9.2. IIS Authentification IIS ASP.NET: -



has its own authentication mechanisms which are different from those provided by Anonymous authentification Basic authentification Digest authentification Windows integrated authentification Passport authentification



For configurating IIS authentication for a given virtual directory, exexcute the following command with the IIS configuration tool: [Right-click on the virtual directory]  Properties  Directory security  Anonymous connection and identification control  Modify



Anonymous authentification:  This authentication method authorizes public space access of your web site or your FTP server without asking user name or password: o The user will be authenticated with the name IUSR_ComputerName (ComputerName = the computer on which IIS is launched). This authentication is included in the Windows user group called Guest, and presents access restrictions (NTFS permissions) to different resoruces that are made available to the group. o



  



We can change the name IUSR_ComputerName either on the Web server, or on the directory or virtual folder. /!\ Changing the name will affect all anonymous HTTP requests /!\.



Very poor security. Can pass through proxy or firewall. Supported by all web browsers.



Basic authentification:  This authentication method normally asks a username and password of the user before establish a connection to resources. o It is based on NTFS accounts which already exist on the computer, on which IIS is installed, and all restrictions and access rights of Windows accounts.
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Security is limited by the face that this user name and password are sent in plain text across the network (which can easily be revealed by using suitable software). o Combine this authentication method with an implementation of secured connection between the client and the server:  SSL connection (Security protocols for exchanging data across the Internet by hash keys);  Dedicated lines…







Token Cache: o a user token is added to the cache when connected. By default, this token stays for 15 minutes. o When using an access right with a higher level, a bad user can use this account for accessing resources in the computer:  Do not define access at high level rights.  Disable Token Cache (IIS server must be reconnected at each request).



 



Can pass easily through proxy and firewalls. Supported by most browsers.



Digest Authentification:  It fills the gaps of basic authentication. Password is not sent in clear text, and it is possible to use it through a proxy server. Digest authentication relies on the stimulation-response mechanism in which password is sent in hashed string.



Authentification Windows:  It hashes the name of the user and password before sending them across the network. This authentication method tries first of all connecting to the client with the information contained in the current user account. If this fails, then Internet Explorer will ask for the user name and password. However, if the user has logged on the local computer as a domain user, then no authentication will be needed when accessing a computer of the domain. 



This method has 3 authentication methods: o Negotiate:  Combines Kerberos v5 and NTLM which allows client application to choose the most appropriate support provider for the situation. o Kerberos v5:  Enabled only if Active Directory is installed on a Windows 2000 Server or Windows Server 2003 domain controller.  Naviagators support the protocole of authentication Kerberos v5. o NTLM:  Used in other cases.







More secured than basic authentication (when not used with a secured connection) but presents constraints which limit its usage: o It does not work across HTTP proxy connection, apart from connection using PPTP (VPN) o Using Kerberos v5 authentication requires the client application to have a direct connection to \Active Directory (which is generally not the case for Internet application); o It requires that the client and server have a confiancial connection with a Key Distribution Center and must be compatible with Active Directory.
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In an intranet environment, Windows authentication is the most appropriate option, as client and server are both in the same domain, and administrator of the network can ensure that each of them has Internet Explorer installed.



Passport authentification:  This authentication method is a service of authenticating users. It allows them to create a single account for accessing all web sites and services which use Passport. 



These websites are stored on the central server of Passport. These data are encrypted and can be used by any web sites which adopts Passport authentication. Authorization controls of users are carried out on Passport web site. When you choose this option, IIS requests which are sent to the server must contain valid Passport identification information. The requests are redirected to the page of session opening on the Passport web site







Advantages of Passport authentication: o Authentications are centralized on a unique server called Passport central server. o Data exchange between the central server and the web site must be made using secured connection using SSL. o All information contained on the central server is encrypted with a unique key which will be provided by the Passport site, so as to ensure confidentiality of data. o The Passport central server sents information in encrypted form, which can be used for writing cookie, and prevents being redirected to the central server for authentication. o The members of Passport web site do nto have to reenter their log in information for jumping from a Passport site to another. o Web sites which adopt Passport do not have access to user name and password of the members. Any membership issue is dealt on the central server, which ensures better data security. o There is no real time communication between the central server and web sites which implement Passport. All data exchange is carried out on the client by using HTTP redirection, data are encrypted in cookies and thus invisible to users and possible intruders.
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9.3. ASP.NET Authentification ASP.NET implementes authentification by authentication providers, they are code modules which allow users to authenticate. ASP.NET supports three types of authentication:  Windows Authentification  Forms Authentification  Passport Authentification Passport To enable authentication on ASP.NET, we only need to set the mode element in the configuration file:



attribute of



// Web.config file 



The default mode is Windows. If the mode None is enabled, ASP.NET will then apply no authentication to the queries. This mode can be useful when you implement a personalized authentication schema, or if you would like to obtain an optimal performance by using only anonymous authentication.



A u se r w a n ts to a cce ss a se cu re d p a g e .



T h e p a g e fo r lo g g in g in co n ta in s a L o g in co n tro l



H e is p ro m p te d to lo g in .



A S P .N E T ch e cks if th e u se r is a va lid o n e .



A u th e n tica te d (va lid )



T h e se rve r se n d s h im a co o kie if h e d o e s n o t h a ve one.



U n a u th e n tica te d (in va lid )



T h e p a g e is o u t o f b o u n d s to th a t u se r .



U n a u th o rize d (b u t a u th e n tica te d )



A S P .N E T ch e cks if h e h a s th e rig h t to se e th e p a g e .



A u th o rize d



T h e u se r ca n se e th e p a g e .



Flow Chart – ASP.NET Authentification and Authorization



Windows authentification // Web.config file 



This authentication treates user identity provided by IIS as the authenticated user in the ASP.NET application.
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However, even if this authentication method assigns the value User to WindowsIdentity property according to the identification information provided by IIS, it does not modify the Windows identity provided by the operating system. Access authorization verification applies on this identity. So we have to configure the Windows identity of ASP.NET on the Windows identity of IIS, by enabling identity fingerprint by the identity element and its attribute impersonate.



Forms authentification // Web.config file 



This authentication method authenticates users by using a form that you create. Client-side HTTP redirection is used to redirect user to the restricted access page. Forms authentication comes as an ideal choice when the application needs to obtain its clients’ identification at log in time, from a HTML form. Non-authenticated requests are directed to a connection page in which users provide their user name and password. Unauthenticated requests are redirected to a connection page in which users provide identification ifnromation and send information filled in the form. If the application authenticates the request, the sstem creates a cookie which contains information or a key for retrieving identity. Any future request will processed with the cookie called in the header. The requests will be authenticated and authorized by ASP.NET by using validation methods spscified by the application. 



Attributes name loginUrl Protection Timeout Path requireSSL slidingExpiration passwordFormat



Description Specify the HTTP cookie to be used for authentication. Specify URL to which user will be redirected if he has not been authenticated. Specify encryption type, if any, to be used for cookies. Specify the expiration time of cookie. Specify the access path for cookies provided by the application. Specify if an SSL connection is required for transferring cookie of authentication. Specify if sliding expiration is enabled or not. Specify the encryption format for passwords stored.



For example: Web.config // Web.config file // Simple sample 
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Login.aspx <script runat="Server"> void BtnLogin_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if ((UserName.Text == "name") && (PassWord.Text == "Pwd")) { FormsAuthentication.RedirectFromLoginPage(UserName.Text, true); } else { Msg.Text = "Invalid identification. Please try again."; } } 
 
 
 
 
 



We only need to call the method RedirectFromLoginPage to create a cookie, communicate with the client, and redirect to the page that the user has requested. Passport authentification (See Passport authentication in the section IIS Authentification).  We prefer Passport authentication than Windows authentication in applications which are accessible by Internet. 



In order to use it o Download and install the Passport SDK (Software Development Kit) on Microsoft’s website. o Sélectionner Passport comme méthode d'authentication. o Use the SDK functions for implementing authentication and authorization.
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Membership is a framework which standardizes user management. It stores and validates identification information of users, and manages user parameters such as adding/editing users, password recovery, etc …



10.2.



Membership class



The Membership class is designed to work alone, but it can also be used in conjunction with Forms authentication, for creating a powerful system for authentication purposes in Web applications. Functions provided by the Membership class are mainly those based on user authentication:  Creating a user  Storing membership data such as user name and password in the database (for instance, SQL Server)  Authenticating users  Managing password (creating, modifying or recovering)



To fetch user data, the Membership class relies on membership providers. The .NET Framework includes SqlMembershipProvider which stores user information in a SQL Server database and ActiveDirectoryMembershipProvider which stores user information in an Active Directory server. Another option is to implement a customized membership provider, in order to communicate with another data source which derives from System.Web.Security.MembershipProvider. By default, the membership provider is SqlMembershipProvider and is configured to connect to a SQL Server database.



10.3.



Methods of Membership class



Methods CreateUser



FindUsersByEmail



Parameters - string username, string password - string username, string password, string email - string username - string username, bool deleteAllRelatedData - string emailToMatch



FindUsersByName



- string usernameToMatch



GeneratePassword



- int length, int numOfNonAlphanumericChar



DeleteUser



GetAllUsers GetNumberOfUsersOnline



Description Create a new user in the database. Delete a user in the database.



Return a collection of users having the specified email address. Return a collection of users having the specified name. Randomly generate a password with the speicified length. Return all users in the database. Return the number of connected users
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- string username



GetUserNameByEmail



- string emailToMatch



UpdateUser



- Membership user



ValidateUser



- string username, string password
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Retrieve information about the specified user. Retrieve the user’s user name by specifying his email address. Update a user with specified information. Validate a user.



Using Membership



Membership and membership provider can be configured in the configuration file of your ASP.NET application, in the section. You can also specify a provider which is different from the default one. For example: Web.config // Web.config file 



Login.aspx <script runat="Server"> void BtnLogin_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if(MemberShip.ValidateUser(UserName.Text, PassWord.Text)) { FormsAuthentication.RedirectFromLoginPage(UserName.Text, true); } else { Msg.Text = "Invalid identification. Please try again."; } } 
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In addition to the Membership class which authenticates users, the Roles class contributes to the security of your Web application by controlling authorization.



10.5.



Roles



Roles contain permission that you defin in your code for users. For example, you website can contain pages that can only be viewed by members, so you define a role for members and another role for nonmembers, and the permissions that according to the pages can only be viewed by the former. With roles, you can establish such kind of rules independent from user application. For instance, it is not necessary to grant access to pages with restricted access to each visitor of the site. You can grant access to that member role, so that simply add users to the role, or remove them as you wish Roles can be cumulated for a given user. An example that we can easy pick is forum users. Each user can be a member and a moderator at the same time. He or she cumulates the privileges of each of his/her roles. As we can see, roles are very useful for managing websites and users. In order to use roles, you must ensure that users need to be identified for determinating if a given user belongs to a specific role. This is where Windows authentication method intervenes, as for an Internet application, the best solution is Forms authentication.



10.6.



Using roles



The Membership framework of ASP.NET manages roles, as well as user accounts in a given role. Inspired by MembershipProvider, it is necessary to define a role provider to be used in the configuration file of your Web application. Its definition is pretty similar to a membership provider, and the classes should be derived from System.Web.Security.RoleProvider. Web.config // Web.config file 



Roles are used generally for establishing rules which authorize or refuse access to certain pages or folders of a website. You can configure these access rules in the section of web.config or the configuration file of a particular page. SimplePage.config // SimplePage.config file …
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Methods of Roles class



Methods AddUsersToRole AddUsersToRoles AddUserToRole



Parameters - string[] usernames, string roleName - string[] usernames, string[] roleNames - string username, string roleName



AddUserToRoles



- string username, string[] roleNames



CreateRole DeleteRole FindUsersInRole



- string roleName - string roleName - string roleName, string usernameToMatch



GetAllRoles GetRolesForUser GetUsersInRole IsUserInRole



- void - string username - string roleName



RemoveUserFromRole RemoveUsersFromRole RemoveUserFromRoles



- string roleName - string username, string roleName - string username, string roleName - string[] usernames, string roleName - string username, string[] roleNames



RemoveUsersFromRoles



-string[] usernames, string[] roleNames



RoleExists



- string roleName



Description Add users to a role. Add users to the given role. Add the specified user to the specified role Add the specified user to the specified roles. Define a new role. Delete the role. Return all users belonging to the specified role. Return a list of roles. Return a list of roles that belong to the specified user. Return a list of users that have the specified role. Tell if the user has the specified role. Remove the user from a role. Remove users from a role. Remove user from several roles. Remove users from several roles. Tell if the specified role exists.
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Customization



11.1.



Customization



Customization in ASP.NET 2.0 stores information on a user. The working principal is simple, the user entrers informationo which will be saved in the database. In order to use this method, the database must have been configured using the command line tool aspnet_regsql.exe. Once this step is reached, you can store information that you want about your users. Firstly, you may define information to be stored in the database. We care going to modify the configuration file web.config. Then, create a section in the section . Then, enable the option by adding the attribute l'attribut enabled="true" to the profile. Add a new section in between profile tags. And finally to add new information, create a new node with the following attributes:   



name : represents the name of data type : represents the type of data to be stored defaultValue : Optional, defines the default value of the piece of information.



The configuration file would be like: 
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